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return and using object in C# 7.2 I
have below use case we have list
of objects, say ObjectA, ObjectB,

ObjectC and i have a method
which needs to call a function in
each of the object and returns a
list of a specific type public List

TransformList(List srcObjects, bool
logic, string value); I can use the

below code to call the method List
result = TransformList(srcObjects,
logic, value); But i was reading the
usage of C# 7.2 features and saw
it uses object. I cannot find any
documentation regarding the

performance difference between
return and using object. I can

transform/process the data and
return it. But, the return type of
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the method is fixed. public List
TransformList(List srcObjects, bool
logic, string value); Am i missing

something? A: I think that the case
you describe is the one where you
can really utilize having an object,
rather than just returning one. You

could try using one of the yield
keywords instead of the normal

return: public IEnumerable
TransformList(List srcObjects, bool
logic, string value) { foreach(var
oa in srcObjects) { yield return

some_function(oa, logic, value); }
} Then you can rewrite your call to

be like so: List result =
TransformList(srcObjects, logic,

value) .Select(t => t) 6d1f23a050
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